
APPLICATION
Verify accessory fitment at Polaris.com.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Read these instructions and check to be sure all parts and tools are accounted for. Please retain these
installation instructions for future reference and parts ordering information.

KIT CONTENTS
This Kit includes:

REF QTY PART DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER
1 1 Expandable Cover 2688851

1 Instructions 9928769

TOOLS REQUIRED
• None

CONSUMABLES REQUIRED
• None
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P/N 2883568

EXPANDABLE COVER KIT
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IMPORTANT
Your Expandable Cover Kit is exclusively designed for your vehicle. Please read the installation instructions
thoroughly before beginning. Installation is easier if the vehicle is clean and free of debris. For your safety, and to
ensure a satisfactory installation, perform all installation steps correctly in the sequence shown.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
The Expandable Cover has a zippered section,E
(highlighted for clarity), that can be opened and
expanded to accommodate the Lock & Ride FT2
Passenger Seat (PN 2883637).

WARNING
If transporting the vehicle on a non-enclosed trailer
you MUSTensure that the cover is properly secured
to the vehicle. If the vehicle is not equipped with the
accessory passenger seat you MUSTensure that the
expandable sectionE and the fuel access portG
(see photos below) are zipped closed to minimize
the amount of extra material exposed. Failure to

comply may allow airflow, vibration, or other factors
to cause damage to the cover or vehicle and may

cause the cover to separate from the vehicle causing
an accident resulting in personal injury or death.

1. Before installing the cover onto the vehicle, secure
the cover hold down hooksF into the sewn-in
hook loops on the cover to prevent the hooks from
damaging the vehicle while installing. See image
below.

2. Place the cover over the windshield and handle
barsA.

3. Next, place the cover over the front bumperB and
spindlesC.

4. Stretch the cover over the rear of the vehicleD.
NOTE

If applicable, open the expandable sectionE, per
your vehicles requirements for proper fit on the

vehicle.
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5. Once the cover is fitted to the vehicle, secure the
spindle strapsH, around the inside of the spindle
on both sides of the vehicle as shown below.

6. Next, attach the four cover hold down hooksF to
the vehicle. There are two hooks on each side,
located in the approximate locations as shown
below.

7. Check all straps to ensure proper tension and
adjust as necessary.

8. Verify cover is secure and fuel access portG is
fully zipped closed BEFORE transporting vehicle.
If there is no passenger seat installed the
expandable portionEMUSTalso be fully zipped
close BEFORE transport.

FEEDBACK FORM
A feedback form has been created for the installer to provide any comments, questions
or concerns about the installation instructions. The form is viewable on mobile devices
by scanning the QR code or by clicking HERE if viewing on a PC.

FEEDBACK FORM

https://form.jotform.com/61263903942153?&number=9928769&revision=R01
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